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Abstract
The elementary formal system (EFS, for short) is a kind of logic program which
directly manipulates character strings. This paper outlines in brief the authors' studies on algorithmic learning theory developed in the framework of EFS's. We define
two important classes of EFS's and a new hierarchy of various language classes. Then
we discuss EFS's as logic programs. We show that EFS's form a good framework
for inductive inference of languages by presenting model inference system for EFS's
in Shapiro's sense. Using the framework we also show that inductive inference from
positive data and PAC-learning are both much more powerful than they have been
believed. We illustrate an application of our theoretical results to Molecular Biology.

Introduction
T h e elementary formal system (EFS, for short) is a logical system introduced by Smullyan
[38] in 1961 for describing t h e recursive function theory over character strings. T h e systems
were shown t o be a kind of grammars for generating formal languages like Chomsky grammars [4]. Smullyan expressed an axiom in a form Al -+

. . . --+

A, -+ B, where A1, ..., A,, B

are atoms. This axiom is equivalent t o a definite clause B +-

Al,. . . , A,.

Hence, EFS is

also a kind of logic program which directly manipulates character strings, and thus we can
make use of t h e resolution principle 1281 for recognizing formal languages.
Machine learning has been attracting much attention in Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence. From a lot of contributions t o machine learning for more than 25 years
[19, 20, 211 has emerged a new field of Theoretical Computer Science, t h a t is, algorithmic
learning theory. T h e algorithmic learning theory includes three major paradigms, inductive
inference 131, learning with minimally adequate teacher (MAT) [2], and probably approximately correct (PAC) learning [39].

These learning paradigms have often been developed in terms of formal language theory
so that they have dealt with various types of formal grammars and automata. These
theories heavily depend on their own frameworks, and consequently it is sometimes difficult
to compare the powers and efficiencies between different learning paradigms.
Most learning algorithms need procedures for testing the consistency or validity of
guessed hypotheses. When we deal with, say regular expressions in inductive inference,
we need to devise a procedure for converting a guessed regular expression into a finite automaton or something like that to test whether or not it is consistent with the examples
given so far. And for context-free grammars, we need a procedure for making pushdown
automata. In this way, we axe forced to have special procedures depending on target expressions.
The algorithmic learning theory on formal languages can employ EFS's as a unifying
framework. We can define a new hierarchy of various language classes with EFS's.

In

fact, it includes as a kernel the class of pattern languages that played an important role
in inductive inference from positive data [I, 33, 341. It also includes the four classes in
Chomsky hierarchy, and many others [4, 7, 23, 29, 30, 371. The resolution principle for
EFS's works as a uniform procedure for testing guessed hypotheses. Thus EFS7s work as
grammars to generate languages, as automata to recognize languages, and as logic programs
on character strings. In developing algorithmic learning theory with EFS's, we can take
full advantage of the fruitful results accumulated in the fields above.
The present paper outlines in brief the authors' studies on algorithmic learning theory
with EFS's [5, 6, 7, 23, 33, 371. First we define the EFS's and important subclasses. Then,
we discuss them from the aspects of logic programming. In Section 3 we describe model
inference for EFS's in Shapiro's sense, and show that they form a good framework for
inductive inference of formal languages. Using this framework, we show that inductive
inference from positive data is much more powerful than it has been believed for many
years. In Section 4, again due to our framework, we also show that EFS's have a powerful
series of PAC-learnable classes. In Section 5 we illustrate an application of our theory with
EFS's to Molecular Biology. Finally we refer to works on MAT-learning and learning by
analogy developed in the framework of EFS's by the other researchers.

2

Elementary Formal Systems

Let C be a finite alphabet,

X

be a countable set of variables, and

symbols. We assume these three sets C, X,

II are mutually

II be

a set of predicate

disjoint. The arity, a positive

integer is associated with each predicate symbol. We use x, y, X I ,
and p, q, pl ,p2,

22,

. . to denote variables

denote predicate symbols. By C*, Cf , Csn we denote the sets of all

. . to

strings over C, all nonempty strings, all strings of length n or less, respectively.

A pattern is an element in (C u X)+.A pattern n is said to be regular if each variable
appears at most once in n. For example, a pattern "xy" is regular but not "xx". An a t o m
is an expression of the form p(nl, . . . , n,), where p is a predicate symbol with arity n and
nl,

. . ,n,

are patterns. A definite clause is a clause of the form

where A, Bl,

. , B,

are atoms. The atom A is called the head and the part B1, . . . ,B, the

body of the definite clause. We identify an atom A with a clause A

+. A

clause is called

ground if it contains no variable. The set of all ground atoms is called the Herbrand base
and denoted by H B .

Definition 1: An e l e m e n t a r y f o r m a l s y s t e m (EFS, for short) is a finite set of definite
clauses.

A substitution is a homomorphism from patterns to patterns that maps each symbol
a E C to itself. A substitution that maps some variables to empty string is called an

E-

substitution. In this paper we do not deal with the &-substitution if stated otherwise. By
n6, we denote the image of a pattern n by a substitution 6. For an atom A = p(nl, .
and a clause C = A

t

B1,. . . ,B,,

we define A0 = p(nlO,

,n,)

. ,n,O) and CO = A0

t

B16,. . . ,B,O.

Definition 2: A definite clause C is provable f r o m an EFS f , denoted by f I- C , if C is
obtained by finitely many (possibly 0) applications of substitutions and modus ponens.

Definition 3: Let f be an EFS and p be a unary predicate symbol. The language L(I',p)
is the set {w E C+
EFS

I I? I-

p(w)). If such

I? and

p exist, the language L is definable b y an

I' or called an EFS language. The set of ground atoms provable from r is denoted by

ps(r).
The class of pattern languages was introduced by Angluin

[I]. The language L(n) of

a pattern n is defined as the set of strings obtained by substituting nonempty strings for
variables in n, that is, L(n) = {w E C+

Iw

= no, 0 is a substitution ). Here we should

note that a pattern language L(n) is an EFS language L(I',p) with

I' = {p(n) t

).

Subclasses of Elementary Formal Systems

2.1

We introduce several sub classes of EFS 's, called variable-bounded EFS 's , lengt h-bounded
EFS's, simple EFS's, regular EFS's, and linear EFS's, and show the relations of their
languages to Chomsky hierarchy.
The set of variables contained in an atom A is denoted by v(A). The length of a
pattern

T

,an)l =

is denoted by 1a1. For an atom, lp(nl,

ber of all occurrences of a variable x in a pattern
o(x,p(.1,.

,T n ) )

= o(x, a,)

T

I?rl

1 + . . + ITJ.

The num-

is denoted by o(x, n). For an atom

+ . + o(x, Tn).

Definition 4: A definite clause A t B1,. . ,Bm is said to be variable-bounded if

Definition 5: A definite clause A +- B1,

, Bm is said to be length-bounded if

for any substitution 0.
We can easily characterize the length-boundedness as in the following lemma, from
which we know that a length-bounded clause is variable-bounded and we can effectively
determine if a given clause is length-bounded or not.

Leinina 1: (171) A definite clause A

IBlI

+ . . + lBmland

O(X,

A)

+-Bl,

2 o(x, B1) +

. ,B, is length-bounded if and
. + o(x, B,) for any variable x.

Definition 6: A simple clause is a clause of the form p(a)
p, ql,

. , q,

are unary predicate symbols and

XI,

. . . ,x,

+-

q, (xl), . .

only if IAl

2

,q m ( ~ m ) ,where

are mutually distinct variables

appearing in a .

Definition 7: A simple clause is called regular if the pattern in its head is regular.

Definition 8: A regular clause is called right (left)-linear if the pattern in the head is of
the form xw (wx) for some string w E C*.

An EFS I' is called variable-bounded (resp. length-bounded, simple, regular, right-linear,
left-linear) if all clauses in

I' are variable-bounded (resp. length-bounded, simple, regular,

right-linear, left-linear).

Example 1:

(1) The context-sensitive language {anbncn I n

2

1) is definable by a length-bounded

EFS

(2) The language {a2n I n

2 0)

is definable by a simple EFS

(3) The context-free language {anbn I n

2 1) is definable by a regular

EFS

For these classes of EFS languages, the following theorems hold.

Theorem 1: ([7]) A language is recursively enumerable (resp. context-sensitive, contextfree, regular) if and only if it is definable by a variable-bounded (resp. length-bounded,
regular, right /left-linear) EFS .
From the theorem, we can only deal with variable-bounded EFS's, that is, the variableboundedness is not a restriction, because in this paper we are only interested in EFS's as
language defining devices.

Theorem 2: ([4, 291) The class of languages definable by simple EFS's is properly located
between the classes of context-free languages and context-sensitive languages.
Let LB-EFS(rn) be the class of all languages definable by length-bounded EFS's each of
which has at most rn clauses. Then together with the theorems above, we have a hierarchy
in Figure 1.

Grammar

EFS

phrase structure

variable-bounded

context-sensitive

context-free
regular
finite
LB-EFS(m)

/'
LB-EFS(2)

'I
LB-EFS(1)
(pattern languages)

Figure 1: Hierarchy of EFS languages. There is no pattern language which is context-free
but not regular.

2.2

Elementary Formal Systems as Logic Programs

As seen in Theorem 1, EFS's are natural devices to generate formal languages. The EFS's
can be considered as logic programs and a refutation procedure can be applied to the
variable-bounded EFS's. Hence we can also consider EFS's as acceptors.
Let a and ,O be patterns or atoms. Then a substitution 0 is called a unifier of a and ,O
if a 0 = PO. If a = P0 and u0' = ,O for some substitutions 0 and 0', a is called a variant
of

P.

In usual logic programming languages, any pair of terms or atoms has a unique most

general unifier. However, there may be infinitely many maximally general unifiers for a pair
of patterns. Let C = {a, 6). Then {x := a" for every i is the unifier of patterns ax and
xa. All the unifiers are maximally general.
Hence, we need to define a new derivation for an EFS with no requirement that every
unifier should be most general. A goal is a clause of the form +-- B1,. . . , Bm (rn 2 0). We
assume a computation rule R to select an atom from a goal.

Definition 9: Let I? be an EFS, and G be a goal. A derivation from G is a (finite or
infinite) sequence of triplets (G;, 0;, Ci) (i = 0,1, . . .) that satisfies the following conditions:

(1) Gi is a goal, 0; is a substitution, Ci is a variant of a clause in I?, and Go = G.

(2) v(Ci) n v(Cj) = q5
(3) If Gi is

t

Al,.

(i f j ) , and v(Cj) n v(G) = 4 for every i.

. . ,A,+ and A,

is the atom selected by R, then Ci is A +--

B1,. . . ,B,, and 0; is a. unifier of A and A,,

and G;+l is

A, is called the selected atom in G;, and Gi+l is called a resolvent of Gi and Ci
by 0;.

Definition 10: A refutation is a finite derivation ending with empty goal
Figure 2 depicts an example of a refutation in the EFS

Proposition 1: Let n and

P be

D.

rl in Example 1.

a pair of patterns or atoms. If one of them is ground,

then every unifier of a and ,f3 is ground and the set of all unifiers is finite and computable,
where a unifier {xl := t l , . . . ,x, := t,} is ground if all the ti (1 5 i

5 n)

are ground.

ax, by

q(aa, bb, cc)

+-

7

cz)

+

q(x, !I, 2 )

Figure 2: Refutation of +-p(aabbcc) in

rl

By this proposition, for variable-bounded EFS's, all goals in a derivation from a ground
goal are kept ground. We can iinplement the derivation procedure in nearly the same way
as in the traditional logic programming languages.
Now we describe the semantics of refutation according to JafFar et al. [14]. The unification in the EFS's can be considered as an equality theory E with an associative law.
The first semantics for an EFS I' is its model. To interpret formulas we can restrict the
domains to the models of El. Then

M ( r ) = n{M
is an Herbrand model of

c HB I M is an Herbrand model of I' )

I?, and every ground atom in M ( r ) is true in any model of I'. The

second semantics is the least fixed point 1f p(Tr) of the function Tr : 2HB + 2HB defined
by
there is a ground instance A

t

B1,.. . ,B,

The third sen~a~iitics
using refutation is defined by

SS(I') = {A E HB I there exists a refutation from

t

A ).

These three semantics are shown to be identical [14]. Hence we have the following theorem.

Theorem 3: (1421) For every EFS I', M ( r ) = lfp(Tr) = SS(I')= PS(I').

By this theorem the refutation is complete as a procedure of accepting EFS languages.
Now we discuss the inference of negation. In the traditional logic programming, the
negation as failure rule is complete under the completion of definite programs, but it is not
the case for EFS's.

A derivation is finitely failed with length n if its length is n and there is no clause which
satisfies the condition (3) in Definition 9 for the selected atom in the last goal. A derivation
(Gi, Oi7 Ci) (i = 0 , 1 , . . .) is fair if it is finitely failed or, for each atom A in Gi, there is a

k

2i

such that AOi . . . Ok-l is the selected atom in Gk. We assume that any computation

rule El makes all derivations fair. Such a computation rule is said to b e fair.
The negation as failure rule is the rule that infers 1 A when a ground atom A is in

I

for any fair computation rule, there is an integer n such that
all derivations from +- A are finitely failed within length n

A
Put E(6) = (xl =

7%A

. . . A X, = 7,) for a substitution 6

= 1x1 := TI,. . . ,x, := T,},

and E(6) = true for an identity substitution 0. Negation as failure for EFS's is complete if
the following two are satisfied [MI:

(4) There is a theory E* such that, for every two patterns n and

'

"id

T)

E(&)is a logical consequence, where 01, . . . ,Ok are all unifiers of n and

-+
T,

if k = 0.

and the disjunction means

(5)

=

T, ( T

FF(r)is identical to the set
for any fair computation rule, all derivations
from +-- A are finitely failed

I

In case of traditional logic program, it is known that FF(I') = G F ( r ) since the most
general unifier is uniquely determined [17]. However, we can easily construct an EFS
such that

FF(r)f

I'

G F ( r ) because a pair of patterns may have infinitely many maximally

general unifiers. Note that such an EFS

I' may not be variable-bounded.

We show that negation as failure rule for variable-bounded EFS is complete, for which
we need the set
for any fair computation rule, all derivations from
A E H B such that all goals in them are ground
are finitely failed

t

A

The inference rule that infers 1 A for a ground atom A if A is not in GGF(I') is called the

Herbrand rule [17].
Theorem 4: ([42]) For any variable-bounded EFS

I',

Thus the negation as failure is complete and identical to the Herbrand rule for variablebounded EFS's. Hence we have the following theorem.

Theorem 5: ([42]) Let I' be a variable-bounded EFS and A be a ground atom. Then A is
provable from

I' if and only if there is a refutation from

c

A in I'.

Inductive Inference with Elementary Formal Systems

3

First, we discuss the theory of inductive inference developed with EFS's. Inductive inference
is one of the mathematical models of algorithmic learning. Identification in the limit is a
notion of successful inference introduced by Gold [12].

3.1

Identification in the Limit

Let U be a set, which we call a universal set. A rule is a subset R
of recursive rules is a class of rules

C

C U.

An indexed family

= R1, R2, . . . for which there exists a computable

function f : N x U -+ {0,1) such that f ( i , s ) = 1 or O if s is in Ri or not, respectively.
For EFS languages, the universal set U is the set C+. For EFS models, U is the set of
all ground a,toms. We can consider an EFS as the index of a rule. For any length-bounded
EFS

r, any predicate symbol p

p(w) is provable from

.'I

and any string w, we can effectively determine whether

Therefore, models or languages definable by a length-bounded

EFS constitute an inclexed family of recursive rules.
A complete presentation of a rule R is an infinite sequence (sl, tl), (s2,t2),
ti is O or 1, {si

I

ti = 1) = R and {si

1

ti = 0) = U

noneinpty rule R is an infinite sequence s l , 3 2 ,

-

. such that

R. A positive presentation of a

. . . such that

{si 1 i = 1,2,

. .) = R.

An inference machine is an effective procedure that requests input and produces output
from time to time. We call an output produced by an inference machine a guess. Let
o = s l , s 2 , .. . be an infinite sequence and gl, g2,. . be the sequence of guesses produced by

an inference machine M when elements in a are successively given to M. Then we say that

M on input a converges to g, if all but finitely many guesses out of gl,g2,. . are equal to

Definition 11: A class of rules C = R1, R 2 , . . is said to be inferable from complete (resp.
positive) data if there exists an inference machine M such that for any index i and any
complete (resp. positive) presentation of Ri, M on input o converges to g with R, = Ria

We also say that the machine M identifies C in the limit from complete (resp. positive)
data.

Model Inference System for Elementary Formal Systems

3.2

Model inference system (MIS, for short) developed by Shapiro [32] is a kind of automatic
program synthesis system for Prolog programs. From other systems, MIS is distinguished by
fully utilizing the tight relationship between syntax and semantics of logic programs. Since
the variable-bounded EFS's have nearly the same properties as the usual logic programs
as we have seen in the previous section, we can naturally consider a learning algorithm for
them based on the Shapiro's theory of model inference.
In model inference, examples are given as a complete presentation of the model of an
EFS. Therefore, positive examples of an EFS

I' are ground

atoms provable from

I',

and

negative examples are the rest. A hypothesis H is said to be too strong if H proves some
negative examples. H is said to be too weak if H fails to prove some positive examples.
The following procedure MIS outlines the model inference system.

Procedure MIS;
begin
H := {a);
repeat
read next example;

while H is too strong or too weak do
begin
while H is too strong do
begin
apply CBA to H and detect a false clause C in H;
remove C from H;

end;
while H is too weak do
add a refinement of a clause removed

end;
output H;
forever
end;

In order for MIS to correctly infer EFS models, we devise two algorithms, the contradiction backtracing algorithm CBA and the refinement operator.
Given a refutation claiming that a hypothesis H is too strong, CBA finds a false clause
from H by tracing selected atoms backward. To test the truth value of a selected atom,
CBA calls an oracle ASIC that receives a ground atom and returns its truth value. We can
easily simulate ASIC since examples are given as a complete presentation. However, CBA
must take a ground instance of a tested atom that is not ground, since ASK can answer
only ground atoms. Fortunately, all the selected atoms in a refutation from a ground goal
in a variable-bounded EFS are ground. Hence we can simplify CBA for variable-bounded
EFS's as follows.

Procedure CBAfor-EFS;
input:

(Go = G,oo,Co), ( G l , o l , C l ) , . . . (Gk = n,@k,Ck);
{a refutation of a ground goal G false in M}
a clause Ci false in M ;

output:

begin
for i := k dowilto 1 do begin
let A; be the selected atom of Gi-l ;

if ASI((Ai) is false then return Ci-1;
end
end
Theorem 6: ([7]) Let M be a model of a variable-bounded EFS I?, and (Go = G, 00, CO),
(GI, 01, C1),

. . ., (Gk =

0,
Ck,Ok) be a refutation by

I? of a ground goal G true in M. If
false in M for

CBA is given the refutation, then it makes i oracle calls and returns
some i = 1,2,. . . , k .

Now we consider the refinement operator. First we need the notion of size.

Definition 12: We define the size of an atom A by size(A) = 2 x IAl
size(C) = 2 x (IAl

+ IBII +

-

.

a

+

IBnl)- #v(C) for a clause C = A

+-

-

#v(A), and

B1,.. .,B,.

For a binary relation R, R(a) denotes the set {b I ( a , b) E R) and R* denotes the reflexive
transitive closure of R. A clause D is called a refinement of C if D is a logical consequence
of C and size(C) < size(D). A refineme7zt operator p is a subrelation of refinement relation
such that the set {D E p(C) / size(D) 5 n} is finite and computable. A refinement operator

p is complete for a set

S if

~ ' ( 0=
)

S. A refinement operator p is locally finite if P(C) is

finite for any clause C.
Now we introduce refinement operators for the classes of EFS's. All refinement operators
defined below have a common feature. They are constructed by two types of operations,
application of a substitution and addition of an atom.

Definition 13: A substitution 0 is basic for a clause C if
( 1 ) 0 = {x := y}, where x E v(C), y E v(C) and x

# y,

(2) 0 = {x := a}, where x E v ( C ) and a E C, or

(3) 0 = {x := yz), where x E v(C), y @ v(C), z @ v(C) and y f z.

Definition 14: Let A be an atom. Then an atom B is in pu(A) if and only if
(4) A = 0 and B = p(xl, . . . , x,) for p E Kt with arity n and mutually distinct variables
X I , .. .,x,, or

(5) A0 = B for a substitution 0 basic for A.
For pa we have the following completeness theorem.

Theorem 7: (171) pa is a locally finite and complete refinement operator for atoms.
Definition 15: Let C be a variable-bounded clause. Then a clause D is in ,ovb(C)if
and only if (4) or (5) in Definition 14 holds, or C = A + B1,. . . ,Bn-l and D = A

t

B1, . . . , Bn-l, B, is variable-bounded. Similarly we define pi6 for length-bounded clauses.
Theorem 8: (171)
(1) pub is a complete refinement operator for variable-bounded clauses.
(2) pib is a locally finite and complete refinement operator for length-bounded clauses.
Note that p,b is not locally finite because the number of atoms B, possibly added by
pub is infinite, while plb is locally finite. We can also define refinement operators for simple
or regular clauses which are locally finite and complete. For simple clauses, applications of
the basic substitutioiis are restricted only to clauses without any bodies, and for regular
clauses, substitutions of the form {x := y) are not allowed.

3.3

Inductive Inference from Positive Data

Gold [12] showed that any indexed family of recursive languages is inferable from complete
data while it is not always inferable froin positive data. For example, even the class of
regular languages can not be identified in the limit from positive data.
However, Angluin [I] showed some interesting classes inferable from positive data such
as pattern languages. Shinohara [35] and Wright [41] showed that the class consisting
of unions of pattern languages is inferable from positive data. Shinohara [36] proved the
inferability of languages from positive data, when they are definable by a simple EFS with
just two clauses.
More explicitly exploiting the framework of EFS's, we can reveal the existence of rich
classes inferable from positive data. Since we deals with EFS languages, we can assume
that every EFS contains a unary predicate symbol p and simply denote L ( r , p) by L ( r )
without any loss of generality.

Definition 16: An EFS I'is reduced with respect to a set S C C* if S 5 L ( r ) but S
for any

L(r')

r' $ r.

The key property that many classes of length-bounded EFS 's are inferable from positive
data is given i11 the following lemma. An EFS

rl and r2up to renaming of
equivalent to r2,then L ( r l ) = L ( r 2 ) .
identify

rl is said to be

r2if we can
Clearly, if rl is

equivalent to

variables and predicate symbols.

Lemma 2: ([37]) For any m 2 0 and any finite set S of strings, there exist only finitely
many inequivalent length-bounded EFS's with at most m clauses that are reduced with
respect to

S.

In the context of PAC-learning, we will again count the number of reduced EFS's more
precisely. By using the lemma above and the notion of finite elasticity, which is a sufficient
condition for inferability from positive data [41], we have the following theorem.

Theorem 9: ([37]) The class LB-EFS(m) is inferable from positive data.
Since we can designate the rn arbitrarily, the classes inferable from positive data unlimitedly increase as shown in Figure 1.

PAC-Learnable Elementary Formal Systems

4
4.1

Probably Approximately Correct Learning

For a n alphabet C, a subset c of C* is called a concept. Obviously, we can regard a concept
c as its characteristic function c : C* -+
(x

{0,1) defined by c(x) = 1 (x E c), c(x) = O

c). A concept class is a nonempty set C

2"

of concepts. For a concept c, an

e x a m p l e of c is a pair (x, c(x)) for x E C*. An example (x, c(x)) is said to be positive (resp.
negative) if c(x) = 1 (resp. c(x) = 0). We say that a concept c is consistent with examples
(xl, a l ) , (x2,a,),

...,(x,, a,)

if c(xi) = ai for all 1 5 i

5 n.

For a concept class C, we assume

a representation system of concepts in C. For example, the class of regular sets has finite
automata as representations of its concepts. A concept need not be uniquely represented.
The following notion of PAC-learnability is due to [lo, 251.

Definition 17: A concept class C is polynomial-time learnable if there exists an algorithm

A which satisfies the following conditions:
(1) A runs in polynomial time with respect to the input length.
(2) There is a polynomial p(.,
any real number

E,

a ,

S (0 <

.) such that for any integer n
E,

S<

> 0, any concept c E C,

I ) , and any probability distribution P on C s n , if

A takes p(n, 5, i) examples which are generated randomly according to P, then A
outputs a representation of a hypothesis h such that P ( c @ h)

<E

with probability

at least 1 - 6,where $ means the symmetric difference.

Definition 18: ([24, 251) For a concept c E C and an integer n
log, IC,I, where C, = {c n Csn

Ic

> 0, we define dimC,

=

E C). We say that a concept class C is of polynomial

d i m e n s i o n if there exists a polynomial d(n) such that dim C,

5 d(n) for all n 2 0.

Exainple 2: The class of all finite subsets of C* is not of polynomial dimension. In the
same way, the class of all regular sets is not of polynomial dimension.

Definition 19: ([lo]) Let C be a concept class. A randomized polynomial-time hypothesis
finder for C is a randomized polynomial-time algorithm that takes a sequence of examples
of a concept in C as input, and produces a hypothesis in C that is consistent with the
examples, with probability at least y for some y

> 0. A polynomial-time hypothesis finder

for C is a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm which finds a hypothesis consistent with
the examples.

The polynomial-time learnability is characterized as follows:

Lemma 3: ([lo, 251) Let C be a concept class. Consider the following conditions (a)-(c):
(a) C is of polynomial dimension.
(b) There is a polynomial-time hypothesis finder for C.
(c) There is a randomized polynomial-time hypothesis finder for C.
Then the following statements hold:

(1) If C is polynomial-time learnable, then (a) and (c) hold.

(2) If (a) and (b) hold, then C is polynomial-time learnable.

4.2

Polynomial-Time Learnable Classes

Lemma 3 (1) asserts that a polynomial-time learnable concept class C must be of polynomial
dimension. We have the following theorem:

Theorem 10: ([23]) LB-EFS(m) is of polynomial dimension for any rn 2 1.
The class LB-EFS of all length-bounded EFS languages contains all finite sets. Therefore, in order to obtain a 13 olyiiomial-time learnable concept class of length- bounded EFS
languages, the nuinber of definite clauses must be bounded by a constant even if no variables
appear in definite clauses.
Although LB-EFS(m) is of polynomial dimension, this class is not polynomial-time
learnable under a reasonable assumption. We discuss this matter in the sequel. We consider
the following class of length-bounded EFS's.

Definition 20: A definite clause

is said to be hereditary if, for each j = 1, ...,tl, pattern
that an EFS

7-j

is a substring of some xi. We say

I'is hereditary if each definite clause in I' is hereditary.

All languages in Example 1 are defined by length-bounded hereditary elementary formal
systems. By definition, a simple EFS is also hereditary.

Definition 21: Then, for m, k

> 1, we denote by LB-H-EFS(m,k) the class of languages

definable by length- bounded hereditary EFS's with at most m definite clauses such that the
number of variable occurrences in the head of each clause is bounded by k and the number
of atoms in the body is also bounded by k .
Obviously the class LB-H-EFS(rn,k) contains infinitely many languages for any rn and

k. Furthermore, Um>lLB-H-EFS(rn,2)
contains all context-free languages and Um>lLB-HEFS(rn,l ) contains all linear context-free languages, therefore, all regular languages. Thus
we can say that LB-H-EFS(m,k) is large enough when rn is appropriately chosen.
Since LB-H-EFS(m,k) is a subclass of LB-EFS(rn), it is of polynomial dimension. By
Lemma 3 (2), we proved the following theorem by showing a polynomial-time hypothesis
finder for LB-H-EFS(rn, k).
T h e o r e m 11: ([23]) LB-H-EFS(m,k) is polynomial-time learnable for any rn, k

2 1.

Vitter and Lin [40] introduced the notion of NC-learnability by employing N C algorithms instead of polynomial- time algorithms. We also proved the following theorem:
T h e o r e m 12: ([23]) LB-H-EFS(m,k) is NC2-learnable for any m,k

4.3

> 1.

Classes Hard to Learn in Polynomial Time

Any subclass C of LB-EFS(m) is of polynomial dimension. Therefore, if we can find a
polynomial- time hypothesis finder for C , it is a polynomial-time learning algorithm satisfying the conditions of Definition 17. We put a bound on the number of variable occurrences
in defining the class LB-H-EFS(m,k). This section provides a reason why this restriction
is necessary to obtain polynomial-time learnable classes.
For a concept class C , we consider the following problem:
Consistelicy P r o b l e l n for C
I n s t a n c e : Finite sets P, N

C*.

Question : Is there a concept h E C consistent with the positive examples in P and the
negative examples in N , i.e., P

h and N

C C* - h?

If the consistency problem for C is NP-hard, it can be shown that C is not polynomialtime learnable under the assumption R P # N P . KO and Tzeng [16] showed that the consistency problem for the class of pattern languages is Cg-complete.

Schapire [31] also

showed that the class of pattern languages is not polynomial-time learnable regardless of
the representation under some reasonable assumption. Thus even LB-EFS(1) is hard to be
polynomial- time learnable.
The following result asserts that the polynomial-time learnability requires a constant
bound on the number of variable occurrences even for the class of regular pattern languages.

Theorem 13: The consistency problem for the class of regular pattern languages is NPcomplete.
By allowing E-substitutions to a regular pattern x, we define a language i ( . r r ) called
an extended regular pattern language [34]. The problem of finding a sequence al

. a,

which is common to all positive examples but not common to any of negative examples
is equivalent to finding a regulalr pattern x = xoalxl
regular pattern language

L(T)is consistent with

. ~ , - ~ a , x , such

that the extended

the positive and negative examples. This

is slightly different from the longest common subsequence problem that is shown N P complete [IS]. The common subsequence can be expressed as a regular pattern of the form

xoa1xla2x2...xn-lanxn with a; E C for 1

< i < n.

As to this matter, we have the following results that also imply the hardness of polynomialtime learnability.

Theorem 14: (1231)
(1) The consistency problem for the class of extended regular pattern languages is NPcomplete.

(2) The consisteiicy problem for the class of common subsequence languages is NPcomplete.

5

Application to Molecular Biology

It is important to combine theory and pragmatism for the sound development of algorithmic
learning theory. We present an application of the theory introduced in the former section.
We have applied learning algorithms to ltnowledge acquisition from amino acid sequences
and shown that these approaches are very successful [ 5 , 61. This section shows a method
which employs a learning algorithm for EFS's by following [5]. The problem we considered
in [5] is to identify transmembrane domains in proteins from their amino acid sequences.

Regular patterns have been used to describe some features of amino acid sequences in
PROSITE database [9]. For example, the zinc-finger motif is described as x1Cx2Cx3Hx4Hx5
with some length constraints on

2 2 , 23,

24. We view amino acid sequences through such

regular patterns.
The class LB-H-EFS(rn,k) is polynomial-time learnable in the sense of PAC-learning
(Theorem 11). Although the learning algorithm for Theorem 11 runs in polynomial time,
it requires a large amount of time and space, and cannot be used directly in practical
applications.
In order to make the computation feasible, we restrict our attention to the class of
languages definable by EFS's of the form

where n

5 rn and x l , x2,...,x,

are regular patterns with at most k variables. In other words,

a language in this class is a union of at most

772

languages defined by regular patterns with

at most k variables.
Furthermore, instead of applying the exact polynomial- time learning algorithm, we devised an algorithm (Algorithm 1) which finds, from given sets P and N of positive and
negative training examples, an EFS covering P and excluding N .

procedure find-union( P, N: strings );
begin

S

+-

0;

foreach pattern n with n0 = w
for some w E P and some substitution 0;

if L ( n ) n N = 0 then S +- S u {x);
Find a subset

I' of S covering P which is minimal

with respect to set-inclusion;

output

r;

end;

Algorithm 1: The procedure find-union(P, N ) produces a collection of regular patterns
made from P which covers P and excludes N.
In Algorithm 1, we employ the greedy approximation algorithm for the minimum set
cover problem by Johnson [15]. This greedy algorithm has been shown to find a set cover

of size at most M log M in polynomial time, where M is the size of the minimum set
cover. Hence Algorithni 1 may not produce the smallest hypothesis, but it is guaranteed
to construct a small enough hypothesis.
Assuming that the sequences corresponding to transmembrane domains of proteins are
describable by an EFS of the above form with small rn and k , we made experiments using

PIR database [26] and obtained very acceptable hypotheses.

6

Discussion

We have overviewed in brief our studies on algorithmic learning theory in the framework
of EFS's, and shown that the framework is convenient for studying inductive inference and
PAC-learning. There remain another main paradigms in this particular field, MAT-learning
and learning by analogy.
As for M AT-learning, Sakakibara [30] introduced an interesting subclass of variablebounded EFS's called extended simple EFS's by generalizing the simple EFS's in [4], and
proved that the class can be MAT-learnable via equivalence and membership queries plus
some additional information. He also presented some results on classes of EFS's from the
viewpoint of formal language theory. As for learning by analogy, Miyahara [22] discussed
analogical reasoning using EFS's with mismatch in the sense of string pattern matching.
His study was motivated by genome knowledge acquisition and based on the theory of
analogical reasoning by Haraguchi and Arikawa [13].
Apart from algorithmic learning, we can easily define many extensions of context-free
grammars in a very natural way. Saeki and Arikawa [29] proved that the Earley's parsing
algorithm [Ill can be extended to such classes of EFS's which include context-free grammars. EFS's have aspects of logic programming as we have seen. So we can make good
use of results

011

logic programming. Conversely the results on EFS's are reflected into the

usual logic programming as in Arimura [8].
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